1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Nitrite is presently recognized as a relevant source of nitric oxide radical (^•^NO, herein abbreviated as NO) for human cell signaling and survival under challenging conditions [@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7]. In plants and bacteria, nitrite is also gaining grounds as a source of signaling NO (reviewed in [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10]), suggesting that nitrite-derived NO would be relevant in all forms of life! This (*at first sight surprising*) ubiquity of the nitrite-derived NO is not unexpected at all: the so-called \"human\" nitrate-nitrite-NO pathway is, in fact, part of ancient \"respiratory\" prokaryotic pathways of the biogeochemical cycle of the nitrogen ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}) [@bib8], [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13]. Hence, the nitrite reduction to NO can be thought as a heritage from a distant pre-aerobic past, that has been reused every since (evolutionary convergence).Fig. 1**Overview of the biogeochemical cycle of nitrogen.** The steps common to the human nitrate-nitrite-NO pathway are highlighted with thicker lines and bold characters. The catalytic centers (*d*~1~ heme and copper T2 center) of the enzymes responsible for the nitrite reduction to NO in those steps are also presented. Denitrification (a \"respiratory\" pathway), blue arrows; anaerobic ammonium oxidation (AnAmmOx; \"respiratory\" pathway), grey arrows; \"denitrification/intra-aerobic methane oxidation\" (\"respiratory\" pathway that links the nitrogen and carbon cycles), violet arrows; dinitrogen fixation (nitrogen assimilatory pathway), yellow arrow; assimilatory ammonification (nitrogen assimilatory pathway), orange arrows; \"organic nitrogen pool\", pink arrows; dissimilatory nitrate reduction to ammonium (\"respiratory\" pathway), green arrows; nitrification and complete ammonium oxidation (ComAmmOx) (\"respiratory\" pathways), black arrows. Adapted from Ref. [@bib8] with permission.Fig. 1

2. \"Classic\" pathways of NO formation {#s0010}
=======================================

In mammals, NO controls a plethora of functions, including vasodilation (through the well-known activation of guanylate cyclase), neurotransmission, platelet aggregation, apoptosis, gene expression, immune response, and mediates a wide range of both anti-tumor and anti-microbial activities [@bib14]. In humans ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}), three tissue-specific isoforms of NO synthase (NOS; neuronal, endothelial and inducible NOS) catalyze the formation of NO from [L]{.smallcaps}-arginine and dioxygen [@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17]. Because of this dioxygen dependency, the onset of hypoxia/anoxia hampers the NOS catalytic activity and the NO formation can become compromised. The specificity of the NO signaling is guaranteed by the NOS tight regulation and by the limited NO life time, which is achieved through its rapid oxidation to nitrate (by the well known reaction with oxy-hemoglobin and oxy-myoglobin [@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib27], [@bib28], [@bib29]) and to nitrite (by ceruloplasmin [@bib30], cytochrome *c* oxidase [@bib31] or dioxygen [@bib32], [@bib33], [@bib34]).Fig. 2**\"Classic\" and novel pathways of NO formation.** The \"classic\" pathways of NO formation (black arrows, grey shadowed area) are catalyzed by NOS, complex homodimeric enzymes, constituted by one flavinic reductase *C*-terminal domain and one hemic oxygenase *N*-terminal domain. During catalysis, NO is formed from one oxygen atom of dioxygen (printed in red) and from the guanidinium nitrogen atom of [L]{.smallcaps}-arginine (in blue), and three reducing equivalents are consumed (in the form of NADPH). The electrons from NADPH are transferred through the reductase domain to the *b* heme iron of the oxygenase domain; on the heme, the dioxygen is activated to hydroxylate [L]{.smallcaps}-arginine; the N^ω^-hydroxy-[L]{.smallcaps}-arginine formed is, then, oxidized to yield L-citrulline and NO. To control the specificity of NO signaling (indigo arrows and text), and also to limit the NO toxicity, NOS are tightly regulated and the NO life time is controlled through its rapid oxidation to nitrate and nitrite. The novel pathways of NO formation (violet arrows and text) are reductive in nature (contrary to the oxidative NOS-catalyzed pathways) and are dependent on the nitrite reduction under hypoxic and anoxic conditions. These pathways are catalyzed by \"non-dedicated nitrite reductases\", metalloproteins that are present in cells to perform other functions, including several heme proteins and molybdoenzymes. The NO biological effects are accomplished (green arrows and text), mainly, by post-translational modification of cysteine residues and other thiols and of transition metal centers, mostly labile \[4Fe-4S\] centers and hemes (as is the case of the well known activation of guanylate cyclase), to yield nitrosothiol (-S-N=O) and nitrosyl (-metal-N=O) derivates, respectively.Fig. 2

3. Nitrite-derived NO {#s0015}
=====================

At the same time as our knowledge about the physiological roles of NO in humans was growing exponentially, nitrate and nitrite were ignored and considered \"useless\" end-products of NO metabolism. This dogma changed in the early XXI century, when it became clear that nitrite can be reduced back to NO under hypoxic conditions (Eq. [(1)](#eq0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and it was re-discovered that nitrite administration can be cytoprotective during *in vivo* ischemia and other pathological conditions ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}) [@bib35], [@bib36], [@bib37], [@bib38], [@bib39], [@bib40], [@bib41], [@bib42], [@bib43], [@bib44], [@bib45], [@bib46], [@bib47], [@bib48], [@bib49], [@bib50], [@bib51], [@bib52], [@bib53], [@bib54], [@bib55], [@bib56], [@bib57], [@bib58], [@bib59], [@bib60], [@bib61], [@bib62], [@bib63], [@bib64], [@bib65], [@bib66], [@bib67], [@bib68], [@bib69] (*interestingly, the physiological action of nitrite had already been described in 1880* [@bib70]). Since then, a novel concept emerged and nitrite began to be thought as a \"storage form\" of NO, that can be used to maintain the NO formation and ensure cell functioning under conditions of hypoxia/anoxia, precisely when the dioxygen-dependent NOS activity is impaired and a \"rescue\" pathway would be needed to form NO. Through the nitrite/NO \"recycling\" pathway, an organ under ischemia can maintain (or even increase) the blood flow, modulate the dioxygen distribution and the reactive oxygen species formation and, at the same time, maintain an anti-inflammatory and anti-apoptotic environment.

4. \"Who\" is reducing nitrite to NO? {#s0020}
=====================================

Simultaneously to the emergence of the new paradigm of nitrite-derived NO, the search for the human (mammalian) protein(s) responsible for the nitrite reduction to NO began. (*Following the studies in mammals, more recently, a similar quest began in plants* [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10]).

The reduction of nitrite to NO is known for a long time in prokaryotic organisms, where it is catalyzed by copper-containing or heme-containing nitrite reductases, in \"respiratory\" pathways, as part of the biogeochemical cycle of the nitrogen ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}) [@bib8], [@bib11], [@bib12]. However, to date, no \"dedicated\" (true) mammalian nitrite reductase was ever identified (*what definitively contributed to consider nitrite as a \"useless\" molecule in the earlier years*). Hence, the scientific community searched for the nitrite reductase activity in proteins that perform other (already well known) functions in the cell.

In the recent years, several mammalian metalloproteins, with different molecular features, subcellular localization and cellular roles (enzymes, metabolite transporters and electron transfers), were shown to be able to reduce nitrite to NO -comprising what we denominated as the **\"non-dedicated nitrite reductases\"** [@bib8] ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). The long list of \"non-dedicated nitrite reductases\" includes all the known mammalian molybdenum-containing enzymes (xanthine oxidoreductase (XOR), aldehyde oxidase (AO), sulfite oxidase (SO) [@bib71] and mitochondrial amidoxime reducing component (mARC) [@bib72]), and a growing number of heme-containing proteins, where hemoglobin (Hb) and myoglobin (Mb) stands out in number of publications, but including also neuroglobin (Nb) [@bib73], cytoglobin (Cb) [@bib74], cytochrome *c* (Cc) [@bib75], cytochrome P~450~ [@bib76], cytochrome *c* oxidase (CcO) [@bib77], [@bib78], [@bib79], and several other proteins [@bib80], [@bib81], [@bib82], [@bib83]. *At this pace, other mammalian nitrite reductases will probably be identified in the next years*. In addition, some protein-independent pathways were also proposed for the nitrite reduction in ischemic tissues, stomach and brain [@bib84], [@bib85], [@bib86], [@bib87], [@bib88], [@bib89], [@bib90], [@bib91], [@bib92], [@bib93]. Noteworthy, the protein-independent nitrite reduction to NO in the stomach (the pioneering work of Lundberg\'s and Benjamin\'s groups [@bib84], [@bib85], [@bib87]) and in ischemic tissues (Zweier\'s group work [@bib86], [@bib88]) were the first pathways through which nitrite was suggested to be a relevant source of bioactive NO, in the 1990s.

In all those pathways, the nitrite reduction to NO was described to occur under hypoxic or anoxic and acidic conditions, but the level of characterization of each pathway is very dissimilar. So far, only Mb and XOR have been demonstrated to be directly involved in the cytoprotective action of nitrite *in vivo* or *ex vivo* [@bib38], [@bib45], [@bib94], [@bib95], [@bib96], but only the XOR nitrite reductase activity was thoroughly characterized. The nitrite reductase activity of Hb, on it is turn, has been extensively characterized *in vitro*, with several mechanisms being proposed to explain how it would be possible for NO to escape being trapped by the heme (reviewed, *e.g.*, in [@bib8]). The characterization of the other mammalian nitrite reductases is more limited. Yet, regardless of the knowledge so far accumulated, the nitrite \"recycling\" to NO is still a complex subject, overshadowed by several (bio)chemical constrains, of which we highlight: (i) In the case of enzymes, how can nitrite compete with the \"classic\" oxidizing substrates? (ii) In the case of the heme proteins, how can the formed NO avoid being rapidly trapped by the heme itself? (iii) How can we reconcile the *in vivo* observed nitrite effects with the *in vitro* knowledge of nitrite reduction through those diverse pathways? (iv) How are all those pathways orchestrated *in vivo*? Are all equally relevant? Are tissue-specific? Have different triggering levels/conditions?

Herein, we will review our current knowledge about the nitrite reductase activity of the mammalian molybdoenzymes XOR and AO, discussing the *in vitro* and *in vivo* studies to provide the best possible current picture of the role of these enzymes on the NO metabolism.

5. Human XOR and AO {#s0025}
===================

XOR is a key enzyme in purine catabolism, where it catalyzes the oxidation of both hypoxanthine and xanthine to the terminal metabolite, urate [@bib97], [@bib98], [@bib99], [@bib100], [@bib101], [@bib102]. AO catalyzes the oxidation of aldehydes into the respective carboxylates and, although its physiological function remains a matter of debate, it seems to be a probable partner in the metabolism of some neurotransmitters and retinoic acid [@bib103], [@bib104], [@bib105], [@bib106], [@bib107], [@bib108]. Both enzymes contribute also to the xenobiotic metabolism (due to their low substrate specificity) and are allegedly involved in signaling (physiological conditions) and oxidative stress-mediated pathological conditions (due to their ability to form reactive oxygen species, superoxide anion radical and hydrogen peroxide) [@bib109], [@bib110], [@bib111], [@bib112], [@bib113], [@bib114], [@bib115], [@bib116], [@bib117], [@bib118], [@bib119], [@bib120], [@bib121], [@bib122], [@bib123], [@bib124], [@bib125], [@bib126], [@bib127], [@bib128], [@bib129], [@bib130], [@bib131], [@bib132], [@bib133], [@bib134], [@bib135], [@bib136], [@bib137], [@bib138], [@bib139], [@bib140], [@bib141], [@bib142], [@bib143], [@bib144]. *In vivo*, AO exists exclusively as an oxidase (reduces dioxygen; EC 1.2.3.1; Eq. [(2)](#eq0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}), whereas XOR exists predominantly as a NAD^+^-dependent dehydrogenase, named xanthine dehydrogenase (XD; EC 1.17.1.4; Eq. [(3)](#eq0015){ref-type="disp-formula"}) [@bib97], [@bib98], [@bib99], [@bib100], [@bib101], [@bib102], [@bib104], [@bib106], [@bib108], [@bib145], [@bib146]. Yet, XD can be rapidly converted into a \"strict\" oxidase form that reduces dioxygen instead of NAD^+^ − the very well documented xanthine oxidase (XO; EC 1.17.3.2; Eq. [(4)](#eq0020){ref-type="disp-formula"}). (*Note*[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} *gives more details for readers interested in the nature of the two XOR forms.*) Overall, XO, XD and AO catalyze the transfer of one oxygen atom from a water molecule to a carbon center of the substrate (as indicated by the red oxygen atoms in Eqs. [(2)](#eq0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(3)](#eq0015){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(4)](#eq0020){ref-type="disp-formula"}; [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}(D)), through a reaction mechanism that is identical in all enzymes, with dioxygen or NAD^+^ acting as electron acceptors [@bib97], [@bib98], [@bib99], [@bib100], [@bib101], [@bib102], [@bib152], [@bib153].Fig. 3**XOR structure and reactivity. (A)** Three-dimensional structure view of the bovine milk XO homodimer. **(B)** Arrangement of the four redox-active centers shown in the same orientation as in (A). The four centers are identified on the monomer on the right, and the distances between adjacent centers are shown on the monomer on the left. The molybdenum center, together with the conserved glutamate residue, and the FAD isoalloxazine ring are zoomed on the right. **(C)** The oxidation and reduction half-reactions are represented next to the centers where they are catalyzed. **(D)** The molecular reaction mechanism of XOR and AO-catalyzed hydroxylation reactions is presently well established [@bib97], [@bib98], [@bib99], [@bib100], [@bib101], [@bib102] and is here exemplified with a R~2~-C-H molecule that is hydroxylated to R~2~-C-OH to represent both heterocyclic compounds and linear aldehydes. The hydroxylation catalysis is initiated with the activation of the molybdenum hydroxyl ligand (Mo^6+^-OH) by a neighboring conserved deprotonated glutamate residue, to form an oxidized Mo^6+^-O^-^(=S) core (base-assisted catalysis) (i→ii). It follows the nucleophilic attack of Mo^6+^-O^-^ on the carbon atom to be hydroxylated, with the simultaneous hydride transfer from substrate to the sulfo ligand (Mo^6+^=S → Mo^4+^-SH), resulting in the formation of a covalent intermediate, Mo^4+^-O-C-R~2~(-SH) (ii→iii). The subsequent hydrolysis of the Mo^4+^-O bond releases the product hydroxylated and yields a Mo^4+^-OH~(2)~(-SH) core (oxidation half-reaction) (iii→iv). Finally, the two electrons transferred from the substrate to the molybdenum are rapidly transferred, via the Fe/S centers, to the FAD, where the dioxygen or NAD^+^ reduction takes place (reduction half-reaction) (iv→i). In the now oxidized molybdenum center, the sulfo group is deprotonated and the initial Mo^6+^-OH(=S) core is regenerated and the catalytic cycle can be reinitiated (i). The structures shown ((A),(B)) are based on the PDB file 1FO4; in (A), α helices and β sheets are shown in red and turquoise, respectively; in (B) and (C), atoms are color coded as follows: carbon, grey; nitrogen, blue; oxygen, red; sulfur, gold; phosphorous, orange; iron, dark gold; molybdenum, cyan.Fig. 3

Structurally, XOR ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}(A), (B)) and AO are also very similar. Both are complex homodimeric molybdoenzymes that harbor (per monomer) one identical molybdenum center, where the hydroxylation reactions occur, two \[2Fe-2S\] centers and one FAD, responsible for the reduction of dioxygen (XO, XD, AO) and NAD^+^ (XD) ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}(C)) [@bib97], [@bib98], [@bib99], [@bib100], [@bib101], [@bib102], [@bib147], [@bib153], [@bib154], [@bib155]. The protein three-dimensional structure of the molybdenum and iron/sulfur domains of XD and XO is identical; only the protein conformation at the FAD domain is different in XD and XO (*see note*[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). In accordance, the two enzyme forms are virtually identical in respect to the binding and catalysis of substrates at the molybdenum center, as is the case of oxidation of xanthine and other heterocyclic compounds and aldehydes.

6. XOR and AO-catalyzed nitrite reduction: formation of NO {#s0030}
==========================================================

In the quest for the new pathways of NO formation, the potential nitrite reductases must meet some criteria.

6.1. NO is formed {#s0035}
-----------------

It is mandatory to guarantee that NO is really being formed and released, and not other possible products of nitrite reduction (*e.g.*, NO^-^ or NH~4~^+^). Hence, the use of indirect methods, *e.g.*, quantification of cGMP, should be avoided, because they do not allow the unambiguous identification of NO. Also the use of most fluorescent probes is inadequate, because the NO detection is made indirectly, through the reaction of amines with an oxidation product of NO (detection by deamination or triazole ring formation) [@bib156], [@bib157], [@bib158], [@bib159].

Because NO is a radical, electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, using a spin-trap (to \"stabilize\" the radical and increase its life time), is one of the methodologies of choice. The EPR spectrum provides valuable information regarding the nature, structure and environment of the paramagnetic species and, therefore, unequivocal information about the identity of the radical species. In addition, the EPR spectroscopy can be used to quantify the NO formed and, thus, follow its kinetics of formation. Chemiluminescence and polarographic methodologies are other good options. In the former, NO is reacted with ozone (after being purged to a gas phase chamber) to produce an excited state, NO~2~, that generates light; in the second methodology, NO is oxidized at a Clark-type electrode surface (poised at ≈ 0.8 V *vs* Ag/AgCl) enclosed by a gases-only-permeable membrane (that ensures the electrochemical measurements selectivity).

That NO is the product of XOR and AO-catalyzed nitrite reduction was unequivocally demonstrated by EPR, using the spin-trap iron-*N*-methyl-*D*-glucamine dithiocarbamate ((MGD)~2~-Fe), by chemiluminescence and with the NO-selective electrode (further confirmed by the rapid and complete inhibition of NO generation after the addition of hemoglobin, an effective NO scavenger) ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}) [@bib133], [@bib139], [@bib160], [@bib161], [@bib162], [@bib163], [@bib164], [@bib165], [@bib166], [@bib167]. Using the NO-selective electrode, it was also demonstrated that approximately one NO molecule is formed per nitrite molecule and that approximately two NO molecules are formed per reducing substrate molecule consumed [@bib133], [@bib139] (as would be expected, since the XOR and AO reducing substrates are oxidized by two electrons and NO is formed by the one-electron reduction of nitrite).Fig. 4**Formation of NO during XOR and AO catalyzed nitrite reduction.** Different assays, with various proportions of enzyme, nitrite and reducing substrate are shown to illustrate how the NO formation depends on those three elements. **(A)** The different reducing substrates used to demonstrate the XOR and AO ability to catalyze the nitrite reduction to NO are represented, indicating in which enzyme redox center each substrate reacts. **(B)** EPR assays using the spin-trap iron-*N*-methyl-*D*-glucamine dithiocarbamate ((MGD)~2~-Fe), whose structure is shown on the left panel. In the presence of this spin-trap, NO gives rise to a mononitrosyl-iron complex ((MGD)~2~-Fe-NO), which exhibits a characteristic EPR triplet signal at *g* ≈ 2.04, with a hyperfine splitting of 1.27mT. Data adapted with permission from Ref. [@bib137]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. **(C)** Assays with the NO-selective electrode. The kinetic mechanism type, \"ping-pong\", is schematically indicated on the left panel. In both methodologies, the grey lines refer to curves without enzyme; black line, without nitrite; red and dark red lines, with XOR; green and dark green lines, with AO. Data adapted with permission from Ref. [@bib137]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. **(D)** Assays of NO formation catalyzed by XO performed using a chemiluminescence NO analyzer. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [@bib161].Fig. 4

6.2. Independence on co-substrates nature {#s0040}
-----------------------------------------

If the nitrite reduction to NO is an intrinsic property of a protein, then the NO formation should be independent on the reagent used to reduce that protein and should be feasible with physiologically available reducers.

The XOR and AO-catalyzed NO generation is dependent on the simultaneous presence of enzyme, nitrite and one reducing substrate (there is no NO formation in the absence of any of these three elements) and the rate of NO formation is a function of the concentration of protein, nitrite and reducing substrate (a Michaelis-Menten function) ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}) [@bib133], [@bib139], [@bib160], [@bib161], [@bib162], [@bib163], [@bib164], [@bib165], [@bib166]. The NO generation can be triggered in the presence of several reducing substrates, with different chemical natures and sites of reaction with the enzymes: heterocyclic compounds (such as xanthine (for XOR) and *N* \'-methyl-nicotinamide (for AO)) and aldehydes (both XOR and AO), that react at the enzymes molybdenum center, and also NADH (both XOR and AO), that reacts at the FAD center.

6.3. Sustainable NO formation {#s0045}
-----------------------------

To be a viable source of NO, the potential nitrite reductase should not be inactivated/inhibited by NO. This is particularly important in XOR and AO, because NO can modify the enzymes cysteine residues and metal centers (molybdenum and iron/sulfur) and, thus, affect the enzyme activity. Another concern is related with the fact that the NO formation from nitrite is a one-electron reduction process (Eq. [(1)](#eq0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and the molybdoenzymes need a two-electron reduction process to regenerate the catalytically competent enzyme form (Mo^4+^ → Mo^6+^; [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, if the molybdenum center is trapped in an intermediate oxidation state (Mo^5+^), it would not be able to continue the catalysis (formation of dead-end forms).

The modifications of most enzymes redox-active centers can be accessed with EPR spectroscopy (and UV--visible spectroscopy in some cases). Comparing the spectra of the enzymes during nitrite reduction turnover and \"classic\" turnover (xanthine oxidation, in the case of XOR) could provide evidence regarding possible modifications and presence of dead-end intermediates. Follow the entire time-course of NO formation is also a good strategy to detect possible deviations from the expected enzymatic behavior, what can be easily achieved with a NO-selective electrode. The form of the time courses provides evidence, *e.g.*, of enzyme inactivation and inhibition or of concurrent non-enzymatic processes (associated with time courses where the NO concentration sharply and rapidly diminishes after an initial, brief, \"burst\"). Comparing the time-courses curves of nitrite reduction and reducing substrate oxidation (xanthine oxidation, in the case of XOR) can be particularly informative, providing also information about the stoichiometry and extent of reaction.

The time courses of XOR and AO display the expected exponential form ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}), providing evidence that XOR and AO are not inactivated or inhibited during the catalysis of NO formation (further confirmed by \"classic\" activity time-courses curves) [@bib133], [@bib139]. Also the EPR spectra show no alteration of the redox centers (which exhibit characteristic EPR signals) during and after the nitrite reduction catalysis [@bib133], [@bib168].

6.4. Kinetically relevant NO formation {#s0050}
--------------------------------------

One last criterion regards the rates of NO formation. The rate of NO formation of the potential nitrite reductase has to fit in a relatively tight window, complying with the characteristics of a local signaling molecule: a too slow rate of NO formation could be physiologically irrelevant and a two fast rate could lead to deleterious effects (as the ones observed in some reactive nitrogen species-mediated diseases or during the immune response). Therefore, it is not reasonable to search/aim for a pathway that generates NO at micromolar concentrations. Also the concentration of nitrite and reducing substrate needed to promote the NO formation should be physiologically relevant. A glance of the fulfillment of this criterion can be obtained through the determination of the kinetic parameters, with which a kinetic model can be built to predict how relevant the reaction could be *in vivo* - discussed in the point below.

7. XOR and AO-catalyzed nitrite reduction: magnitude and kinetics of NO formation {#s0055}
=================================================================================

The nitrite reduction to NO has been characterized, under anaerobic conditions, in purified enzymes from bovine milk (XO) [@bib133], [@bib160], [@bib161], [@bib162], [@bib163], [@bib164], [@bib166], rat liver (RL) and human liver (HL) (XD, XO and AO) [@bib139], and also in a bacterial aldehyde oxidoreductase (an enzyme structurally and functionally very similar to the mammalian ones, that can be used as a model) [@bib133].

The kinetic parameters of the mammalian enzymes for the nitrite reduction were found to be dependent on the pH (described below) and on the reducing substrate used. The pseudo-first order rate constant values (*k* = *k*~cat~/*K*~m~) clearly follow the trend observed for the semi-reaction of enzyme reduction by the reducing substrate: NADH (the slowest to reduce XO, XD and AO) gives rise to the lowest *k*^-^ values of NO formation (87 M^−1^ s^−1^, with 1 mM NADH), while xanthine and *N* \'-methyl-nicotinamide (the fastest to reduce XO/XD and AO, respectively) produce the highest values (774 and 996 M^−1^ s^−1^, with 10 μM xanthine and 40 μM methyl-nicotinamide, respectively) [@bib139]. (Exhaustive tables summarizing kinetic parameters with different reducing substrates can be found in [@bib9], [@bib139].) To make the direct comparison between XO/XD and AO more rational, a reducing substrate with a similar rate of reduction of all enzymes -an aldehyde- was also studied. Under such \"standardized\" conditions (similar reducing power and nitrite and enzyme concentrations), the amount of NO formed by XO, XD and AO is similar, with the *K*~m~^app,NO2-^ values ranging from 1.9 to 4.1 mM and the *k*~cat~^app,NO2-^ values varying from 0.4 and 0.7 s^−1^ at pH 7.4 ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}) [@bib139]. Moreover, and most important, the kinetic studies showed that the rat and human liver enzymes have very similar kinetic parameters ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}) [@bib139], clearly supporting the utilization of the rat liver enzymes (whose tissue is easier to obtain) as a suitable model of the human counterparts. Also noteworthy is the observation that XO and XD display identical kinetic parameters (within the experimental error; [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}) [@bib139]. Although this is the expected conclusion (because the molybdenum domain of the two XOR forms is identical (see note[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) and the nitrite reduction occurs at the molybdenum center (discussed below)), this confirmation is essential to clearly establish that the potential *in vivo* significance of XOR-derived NO formation does not depend on the XOR form present, XD or XO (note that the XOR predominant form present under different physiological and pathological conditions is still a matter of debate).Fig. 5**Kinetics of XO, XD and AO-catalyzed, aldehyde-dependent, nitrite reduction to NO at pH 7.4.** (a) Enzyme source: HL, human liver; RL, rat liver. Adapted with permission from Ref. [@bib137]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.Fig. 5

The kinetic parameters dependence on the pH is well exemplified by the variation of the pseudo-first order rate constant of NO formation (note that this is the constant that would govern the reaction rate under physiological conditions, because the nitrite concentration physiologically available (\< 20 μM [@bib169], [@bib170], [@bib171]) is much lower than the *K*~m~^NO2-^ values reported). The resulting bell-shaped curves ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}) are characterized by apparent p*K*~a~ values of ≈ 6 and ≈ 7 and clearly demonstrate that the nitrite reduction is favored under lower pH values: when the pH is decreased from the *normal* 7.4 to 6.3, the enzymes-catalyzed nitrite reduction to NO is increased ≈ 8 times (*k* ^app,NO2-^ = 2.20 × 10^3^ M^−1^ s^−1^ (XO) and 1.64 × 10^3^ M^−1^ s^−1^ (AO) at pH 6.3; [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}) [@bib139]. Moreover, these increased rate constants of NO formation are mainly due to a variation in the *K*~m~^NO2-^ values, that decrease ≈ 8 times when the pH is decreased from 7.4--6.3 (*K*~m~^app,NO2-^ = 251 μM (XO) and 432 μM (AO) at pH 6.3; [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}) [@bib139].Fig. 6**pH dependence of the kinetic parameters of XO and AO-catalyzed nitrite reduction to NO.** Adapted with permission from Ref. [@bib137]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.Fig. 6

These key \"kinetic\" conclusions show that the XO, XD and AO are able to trigger (amplify) the NO formation, to respond to a decrease in the pH, as the one expected upon an ischemic event, when the pH can drop to values as low as 6.0--5.5 (acidosis) [@bib172], [@bib173], [@bib174]. The parallel decrease in the *K*~m~^NO2-^ values shows that the enzymes are also able to cope with the constrain imposed by the low nitrite availability (\< 20 μM [@bib169], [@bib170], [@bib171]). The millimolar order of the *K*~m~^NO2-^ values determined at pH 7.4 (compared with the nitrite availability) was one of the strongest arguments raised against the participation of these enzymes in the *in vivo* NO formation. Yet, the *K*~m~^NO2-^ values are strongly pH-dependent and a decrease in the pH boosts the enzymes efficiency towards nitrite. For example, a rate of 1.6--2.2 nM NO/s can be obtained at pH 6.3, with 10 μM nitrite and 30 μg enzyme/mL (to simulate 30 μg enzyme/g tissue), rates that compare well with the 1 nM/s described for the constitutive NOS [@bib175]. The available reducing substrates is perhaps the most undefined factor in this prediction (namely because of the substrate promiscuity of these enzymes); yet, under ischemia, for example, the resulting reducing substrates accumulation would certainly \"charge\" the enzymes with the electrons necessary to reduce nitrite and produce NO. Hence, the magnitude and kinetics of NO formation by XO, XD and AO support that these enzymes can contribute to the *in vivo* NO generation under acidic conditions, as the ones created upon an ischemic event and other pathological conditions. The potential contribution of XO and XD, as well as, of AO, is expected to be very similar (under similar nitrite and enzyme concentrations and reducing power), suggesting that both XOR and AO can play role in the NO metabolism. Comparatively, the contribution of the other two mammalian molybdenum-containing enzymes, mARC and SO, seems to be extremely small: the predicted rates of NO formation, under the same conditions as described above, are of only 0.011 nM NO/s, for mARC, and 0.028 nM NO/s, for SO (based on a *k* ^app,NO2-^ of 11 M^−1^ s^−1^ for the human mARC, at pH 7.4 [@bib72], and a *k* ^app,NO2-^ of 28 M^−1^ s^−1^ for the human modified SO, at pH 6.5 [@bib71]).

8. XOR and AO-catalyzed nitrite reduction: molecular mechanism of reaction {#s0060}
==========================================================================

Presently, it is clear that the nitrite reduction to NO takes place at the molybdenum center of XOR and AO, as was unequivocally demonstrated by several studies combining EPR and NO electrode assays, using molybdenum-specific inhibitors (allopurinol, BOF-4272 (XOR) [@bib133], [@bib139], [@bib161], [@bib162], [@bib163] or ethyleneglycol (aldehyde oxidoreductase) [@bib133]) and employing native enzymes preparations with different AFR values[2](#fn2){ref-type="fn"} [@bib139]. Additional assays with DPI-inhibited enzymes (a FAD-specific inhibitor) and also with deflavo-XOR and deflavo-AO[3](#fn3){ref-type="fn"} [@bib139] provided the \"negative confirmation\" (that nitrite reduction is not dependent on the FAD center). Simultaneously, using NADH-reduced desulfo-XO[4](#fn4){ref-type="fn"} it was demonstrated that the molybdenum sulfo group (see [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}(B)) is necessary for the nitrite reductase activity [@bib133], [@bib139], [@bib162], thus, providing further confirmation of the involvement of the molybdenum center. Moreover, and most important, it was also demonstrated that the NO formed during the catalytic cycle does not react with the molybdenum sulfo group, what could lead to its abstraction (in the form of a nitrosothiol) and, consequently, to the enzyme inhibition [@bib133], [@bib139].

Based on the above kinetic and EPR spectroscopic data and on the general features of these enzymes [@bib97], [@bib98], [@bib99], [@bib100], [@bib101], [@bib102], we have proposed the first and currently accepted molecular mechanism of nitrite reduction by

molybdoenzymes ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}) [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib139]. To catalyze the nitrite reduction, the molybdenum center has to be first reduced, by a reducing substrate, in a first part of the catalytic cycle, the oxidation half-reaction (*e.g.*, XOR reduction by xanthine; [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}, i→ii→iii; see [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}(D) for details). After the release of the oxidized reducing substrate (urate, in the example), nitrite binds to the molybdenum atom through one of its oxygen atoms, via the \"nitrito\" binding mode (Mo^4+^-O-N-O; [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}, iii→iv). Subsequently, a protonation step, where the nitrite oxygen atom is protonated ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}, v), triggers the homolyitc O-N bond cleavage, resulting in the formation of one NO molecule and leaving a partially oxidized molybdenum (Mo^5+^) center ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}, v→vi). The residue responsible for the protonation step was not yet unambiguously identified, but the conserved glutamate residue that is essential to the hydroxylation half-reaction (Glu~1261~ in bovine milk XO; [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}(B)), has the adequate and best position inside the active site pocket to act as the proton donor (as demonstrated by theoretical calculations). Accordingly, in the first part of the catalytic cycle (oxidation half-reaction), the deprotonated glutamate functions as a base and assists the Mo-O^-^ nucleophilic attack to the carbon center to be hydroxylated; during the nitrite reduction part (reduction half-reaction), the same glutamate residue, but at this point protonated, functions as a proton donor to facilitate the cleavage of the O-N bond.Fig. 7**Molecular reaction mechanism of XOR and AO-catalyzed nitrite reduction to NO.** Adapted with permission from Ref. [@bib137].Fig. 7

The proposal of the protonation step is supported by different lines of evidence ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}). (a) The kinetic characterization of the pH effect (described in the previous section) shows that the nitrite reduction is greatly accelerated under acid conditions and that the nitrite affinity is significantly increased. (b) The p*K*~a~ values of the molybdenum coordinated ligands change dramatically with the oxidation state and the lower oxidation states hold highly protonated ligands [@bib176], [@bib177], [@bib178], [@bib179], [@bib180]. For this reason, in the Mo^5+^ complex, both terminal oxygen and sulfur atoms should be protonated.[5](#fn5){ref-type="fn"} Therefore, if nitrite is protonated *before* it is converted into NO, the resulting molybdenum complex would be in a more stable form, Mo^5+^-OH(-SH) ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}, vi), than if it is as a Mo^5+^-O^-^(-SH) complex. (c) Also theoretical calculations support this reasoning [@bib181]. (d) This mechanistic approach has a precedent in the bacterial copper-containing nitrite reductase that follows a similar mechanistic strategy (*see note*[6](#fn6){ref-type="fn"}).

At this stage ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}, vi), one molecule of NO is already formed and released. However, because the oxidation half-reaction of the catalytic cycle is a two-electron process, the molybdenum center still has one electron to reduce a second nitrite molecule to NO. The reaction is suggested to proceed with the formation of a good leaving group, a water molecule (Mo^5+^--OH~2~; [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}, vi→vii), which is subsequently, displaced by nitrite ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}, vii→viii). After a second cycle of nitrite reduction/molybdenum oxidation, triggered by a protonation step, a second NO molecule is released ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}, viii→i). The molybdenum is now in a 6+ oxidation state, which would favor the deprotonation of its ligands, and the center is ready to start a new catalytic cycle.

Overall, the ability of the molybdoenzymes to reduce nitrite to NO arises from two main key features. (a) The molybdenum unique chemistry - This chemistry makes the molybdenum centers excellent \"oxygen atom exchangers\", as long as the thermodynamics of the reactions is favorable [@bib176], [@bib177], [@bib178], [@bib179], [@bib180]. As a result, organisms developed numerous molybdoenzymes to catalyze different oxotransfer reactions (both oxo-abstractions and oxo-insertions) in the carbon, sulfur and nitrogen metabolism (reviewed in [@bib99], [@bib101]) -this is precisely what is needed to convert nitrite into NO, an oxygen atom abstraction reaction (Eq. [(1)](#eq0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The Mo^6+^ cores act as competent oxo group donors (catalyzing, *e.g.*, hydroxylation reactions), while the Mo^4+^ cores act as oxo group acceptors (catalyzing the nitrate and nitrite reduction and other reductions) [@bib99], [@bib101]. Hence, the nitrite reductase activity is just another manifestation of the oxotransfer reactivity of the molybdenum cores. (b) The protonation step - This is thought to be crucial for the O-N bond homolysis with the molybdoenzymes and also with the copper-containing enzymes.

9. XOR and AO-catalyzed nitrite reduction: inhibition of NO formation by dioxygen {#s0065}
=================================================================================

After the above discussion, it is clear that XO, XD and AO can catalyze the formation of NO. The magnitude and kinetics of the nitrite reduction reaction, as well as the feasibility of the reaction mechanism, unequivocally demonstrate it. However, as mentioned, the kinetic characterization was carried out under anaerobic conditions.

As can be anticipated, the enzymes \"classic\" oxidizing substrates -dioxygen and NAD^+^- should act as strong competitive inhibitors of the NO formation, both *in vitro* and *in vivo*. The \"classic\" oxidizing substrates are efficiently oxidized by the enzymes, consuming the electrons needed to reduce nitrite (Eqs. [(2)](#eq0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(4)](#eq0020){ref-type="disp-formula"} *versus* Eq. [(1)](#eq0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}; in other words, in the presence of the \"classic\" oxidizing substrates, the concentration of reduced enzymes molecules, the ones that react with nitrite, is smaller). Hence, the potential role of the enzymes in the NO metabolism can not be properly evaluated without taking into account the effect of dioxygen; the NAD^+^ inhibition of the XD-dependent NO formation should also be considered, but this issue was not yet studied.

Dioxygen interferes with NO at different levels, decreasing both the amount of NO formed (dioxygen inhibition of NO formation; [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}(A), i) and the amount of NO available (available to exert its *in vivo* actions and to be detected; [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}(A), ii, iii). (*The simultaneous occurrence of these effects complicates the interpretation of the dioxygen effect on the nitrite reduction/NO formation, what probably explains some of the inconsistencies found in literature*).Fig. 8**Effects of dioxygen on the XOR and AO-dependent NO status. (A)** Dioxygen interferes with NO at different levels. (i) Dioxygen is efficiently reduced at the enzymes FAD center ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}) and rapidly consumes the electrons derived from the reducing substrates. Consequently, dioxygen readily decreases the concentration of enzyme molecules with reduced molybdenum available to react with nitrite, thus decreasing (inhibiting) the NO formation. Theoretically, it can be demonstrated that the dioxygen competitive inhibition constant (*K*~i~^app,O2^) is formally equal to the *K*~m~^app,O2^ of the hydroxylation reaction. (ii) At the same time, the superoxide anion radical formed (Eqs. [(2)](#eq0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(4)](#eq0020){ref-type="disp-formula"}) reacts with NO to yield peroxynitrite, in a diffusion controlled reaction (*k* ≈ 10^9^--10^10^ M^−1^ s^−1^). This effect can be counteracted by the presence of superoxide dismutase (*k* ≈ 2 × 10^9^ M^−1^ s^0.1^), although, in this case, the dioxygen is partially restored in the system. (iii) In addition, dioxygen can also react directly with NO, but in a comparatively slow reaction (*k* ≈ 10^6^--10^7^ M^−2^ s^−1^), to yield different products, including ^•^NO~2~. This dioxygen effect can not be experimentally counteracted. **(B)** Data from XO-catalyzed NO formation at pH 6.3; adapted with permission from Ref. [@bib137]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. **(C)** Scheme modified from Ref. [@bib180]. **(D)** Data pH 6.3; adapted with permission from Ref. [@bib137]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.Fig. 8

The direct reaction of NO with dioxygen ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}(A), iii) was evaluated using the deflavo-XO and deflavo-AO [@bib139]. These enzymes forms, lacking the flavin, can not reduce dioxygen (*see note*[3](#fn3){ref-type="fn"}; [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}) and, consequently, both the dioxygen inhibition ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}(A), i) and the NO consumption by superoxide anion radical ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}(A), ii) are abolished, while the nitrite reduction is not affected (as discussed above). Using the deflavo-enzymes, it was shown that the effect of the NO/O~2~ reaction on the detected rates of NO formation *in vitro* can be disregarded [@bib139]. However, *in vivo*, under non-anoxic conditions, this may not be the case. Nevertheless, this dioxygen effect ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}(A), iii) is also exerted in the \"classic\" NOS systems, which must catalyze the NO formation in the presence of dioxygen (one of the reaction substrates; [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). The effect of dioxygen related with the NO consumption by superoxide in the absence of superoxide dismutase (SOD) ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}(A), ii) can be substantial [@bib139]. Yet, the XO and AO-dependent NO can be detected in the absence SOD, with the higher amounts of NO being obtained at saturating reducing substrate concentrations. These results highlight the physiological relevance of SOD to achieve a net flux of NO from these enzymes (and other systems), as well as, to avoid the formation of the deleterious peroxynitrite.

The dioxygen inhibition of NO formation ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}(A), i) was assessed with the native enzymes, in the presence of SOD to eliminate the NO consumption by superoxide radical anion ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}(A), ii), a reaction that would lead to false dioxygen inhibitions (erroneous lower NO formation rates) [@bib139], [@bib162], [@bib164], [@bib166]. The inhibition of NO formation by dioxygen is dependent not only on the dioxygen concentration, but also on the reducing substrate concentration, with a higher reducing power giving rise to lower inhibitions (because the *K*~i~^app,O2^ values increase with increasing reducing substrate concentrations) [@bib139]. Hence, the ischemia-induced accumulation of reducing substrates is expected to decrease the inhibition imposed by dioxygen. Lower dioxygen inhibitions are also obtained with higher nitrite concentrations ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}(B); because the *K*~m~^app,NO2-^ values increase with increasing dioxygen concentrations, while the *k*~cat~^app,NO2-^ values do not change significantly, feature of competitive inhibition) [@bib139]. However, even without extravagant nitrite concentrations, a reasonable NO formation can be obtained: with 25 μM nitrite, a rate of 1.3--1.9 nM NO/s [@bib139] can be observed in the presence of 50 μM dioxygen, that is, under the normal (normoxic) tissue dioxygen concentrations [@bib182]; under hypoxia, *e.g.*, 25 μM dioxygen, the values increase to 2.0--2.9 nM NO/s [@bib139] (all values at pH 6.3, with 30 μg enzyme/mL, to simulate 30 μg enzyme/g tissue). These rate values compare very well with the 1 nM/s described for the constitutive NOS [@bib175] and show that the amount of NO delivered by XO, XD and AO can be physiologically significant, even in the presence of dioxygen. Moreover, and most significant for the potential physiological role of these enzymes, the *K*~i~^app,O2^ values of XO (24 μM) and AO (25 μM) ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}(D)) [@bib139] are within the *in vivo* tissue dioxygen concentrations, going from normoxia to hypoxia ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}(C)). These relatively high *K*~i~^app,O2^ values clearly refute the view argued by some authors that \"*there is no NO formation by these enzymes in the presence of dioxygen* \". Furthermore, these values suggest that the *in vivo* NO formation by XO and AO could be fine-tuned by the dioxygen availability, thus providing a straightforward mechanism through which the \"classic\" hydroxylating activity *versus* nitrite reductase activity of these enzymes could be \"automatically\" regulated: (i) under normoxic conditions, the enzymes display the hydroxylating activity and the NO formation is considerably hindered; (ii) as the dioxygen concentration decreases towards hypoxic and anoxic conditions, the dioxygen inhibition on the NO formation is relieved and the NO generation is amplified, sustained by the accumulation of reducing substrates and decrease in the cellular pH.

10. XOR and AO-catalyzed nitrite reduction: models to envisage the potential NO formation *in vivo* {#s0070}
===================================================================================================

Measuring the NO formation *in vivo* is a challenging task and several approaches have been used, all with their own disadvantages. Most of the NO-specific electrodes or chemiluminescence (that measures NO only in the gas phase) only detect NO after cell disruption or after NO has diffused out of the cell/tissue (so, measure the surplus NO that didn\'t reacted inside the cell). Therefore, they do not measure the *functional NO present inside a living cell* nor can provide spatial information about the site where NO is being formed. A microelectrode can overcome this problem, but limited to a certain scale (μm), and they are very difficult to operate. On the other hand, a non-toxic cell-permeable probe, such as a spin-trap (EPR) or a fluorescence probe, can provide measures of the *NO present inside a living cell*, but they can induce alterations on the biological system. In addition, in the case of most fluorescence probes, they do not detect NO directly (instead, they react with NO oxidation product(s)) and are not selective in the biological milieu [@bib156], [@bib157], [@bib158], [@bib183], [@bib184]. Hence, to confirm that the measured NO is really meaningful in a given physiological context, it is valuable to have different approaches to measure the NO formation.

To evaluate the potential physiological role of XOR and AO in the generation of NO, different models have been explored, such as models of ischemia/reperfusion and hypoxic injury in heart [@bib38], [@bib39], [@bib45], liver [@bib39], [@bib40], [@bib185], kidney [@bib186], [@bib187], [@bib188], blood vessels and cells (models of inflammation) [@bib189], [@bib190], [@bib191], [@bib192], [@bib193], [@bib194], [@bib195], pulmonary hypertension [@bib55], [@bib65], [@bib196], [@bib197], and several other, that include the \"less physiological\" homogenates (of heart, aorta, liver, lung, kidney) ([Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}) [@bib38], [@bib55], [@bib65], [@bib164], [@bib165], [@bib186], [@bib190], but also animal models [@bib38], [@bib45], [@bib65]. In this respect, it should be borne in mind that some caution must be taken when extrapolating results from animal models to humans, as the enzymes tissue distribution, relative expression and presence of different forms (see notes[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} to [4](#fn4){ref-type="fn"}) can be different in diverse animal species.Fig. 9**Nitrite-dependent NO formation in liver, heart, aorta, and blood. (A)** Curves (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) show the nitrite-dependent NO formation by liver, heart, aorta and blood, respectively (1 g of tissue or 5 mL of blood with 100 μM nitrite). **(B)** The contribution of or complex I (ii), cytochrome P~450~ (iii), XOR (iv), AO (v) and XOR plus AO (vi) to the measured NO, in liver and heart, was accessed using the inhibitors rotenone (ii), clotrimazole (iii), oxypurinol (iv), raloxifene (v) and oxypurinol plus raloxifene (vi), respectively (comparatively to an assay without inhibitors (i)). The general enzymatic contribution was accessed by the decreased NO formation caused by preheated the tissue (liver or heart) at 95 °C for 5 min (vii). NO measurements were performed using a chemiluminescence NO analyzer. \*, significant inhibition, *p* \< 0.05, compared with the respective control (bar i). Adapted from reference [@bib163] with permission.Fig. 9

The ground-breaking work in this context is probably the one of Webb et al. [@bib38] that demonstrated the nitrite and XOR-dependent NO formation in an isolated rat heart under ischemic conditions. This NO generation is NOS-independent (L-NAME was used to eliminate the NOS activity) and largely dependent on XOR (as assessed by the inhibition with allopurinol and BOF-4272, two XOR specific inhibitors; NO was detected by chemiluminescence). Noteworthy, the nitrite administration was shown to be cardioprotective (reduced infarct size and improved recovery of left ventricular function) and, most significant, no nitrite-dependent NO formation was observed in hearts that did not experienced the ischemic insult. Corroborating results were also obtained in rat and human heart homogenates, where the NO formation is also pH, nitrite and dioxygen concentration-dependent [@bib38]. Hence, Webb et al. showed that during myocardial ischemia, the hypoxic and acidic environment generated promotes the reduction of nitrite to cardioprotective NO, in a process that is XOR-dependent, and the functionally relevant nitrite-dependent NO formation occurs selectively within ischemic regions. Similar conclusions were later obtained by Baker et al. [@bib45] that also described the nitrite-dependent cardioprotection following ischemia/reperfusion in intact and isolated rat heart (reduction of myocardial necrosis and decline in ventricular function). This protective effect is nitrite concentration-dependent, NOS-independent and associated with XOR, as well as NADPH oxidase and K~ATP~ channels (whose inhibition abolishes the cardioprotection) ([Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"}). Baliga et al. [@bib65] observed the pulmonary protection with dietary nitrite (and nitrate) in a scenario of pulmonary hypertension (reduced the right ventricular pressure and hypertrophy and pulmonary vascular remodeling). This favorable pharmacodynamic profile is dependent on the endothelial NOS and XOR (as assessed with mice lacking endothelial NOS or treated with the allopurinol; NO was detected by chemiluminescence).Fig. 10**Nitrite-dependent cardioprotection.** Rat hearts were perfused with and without nitrite for 15 min prior to 30 min regional ischemia and 180 min of reperfusion, and percentage of infarction **(A)** and recovery of left ventricular developed pressure **(B)** were evaluated (IS, infarct size; LVDP, left ventricular developed pressure). Oxypurinol (oxy, another molybdenum-specific inhibitor, metabolite of allopurinol) or DPI or L-NAME or C-PTIO (a NO oxide scavenger) or apocynin (apoc, an inhibitor of NADPH oxidase) was present in the coronary perfusate for 30 min prior to ischemia, where indicated. \* , significant inhibition, *p* \< 0.05, compared with control. Adapted from Ref. [@bib45], Copyright (2007), with permission from Elsevier.Fig. 10

More recently, a different approach was assayed by Maia et al. [@bib139] that used human epithelial cells from liver carcinoma (HepG2) and human microvascular endothelial cells (HMEC) to assess the role of both XOR and AO in the NO generation under hypoxic (23 μM dioxygen) and relative normoxic (43 μM dioxygen) conditions. Those two simple cellular systems generate nitrite-dependent NO in a similar extent and in a manner that is pH, nitrite and dioxygen concentration-dependent (NO was detected with a fluorescence probe) ([Fig. 11](#f0055){ref-type="fig"}). NOS, as well as the mitochondrial complex I, do not contribute to the NO formation (L-NAME and rotenone do not significantly inhibit the NO formation), while XOR and AO can account for a remarkable ≈ 50% of the measured NO in these systems (as assessed by the inhibition with allopurinol (XOR) and raloxifene (AO)). Noteworthy, the NO formation is only slightly decreased (14--23%) when these systems are passed from hypoxic (23 μM dioxygen) to relative normoxic conditions (43 μM dioxygen) [@bib139]. This small effect, although in opposition to what Webb et al. described in rat heart, is in accordance with the *in vitro* kinetic characterization of the enzymes (see above) and maybe due to specificities of each system (cell involved) and pH and dioxygen availability.Fig. 11**Nitrite-dependent NO formation by HepG2 and HMEC. (A)** The *in situ* NO formation was followed by spectrofluorimetry, in the presence of the cell-permeant fluorescence probe 4-amino-5-methylamino-2′,7′-difluorofluorescein diacetate (DAF-FM DA); after internalization, the DAF-FM DA acetate groups are hydrolyzed, to yield DAF-FM, which will then react with the NO oxidation products (intracellular conversion of DAF-FM DA to DAF-FM). **(B)** The intracellular NO formation by HepG2 and HMEC is dependent on the nitrite concentration **(D)** and also on the dioxygen availability. **(C)** The contribution of XOR, AO and NOS to the measured NO was accessed using the inhibitors, allopurinol, raloxifene and L-NAME, respectively. Adapted with permission from Ref. [@bib137]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.Fig. 11

All these studies point to the same conclusion: the nitrite-dependent, XOR and AO-catalyzed NO generation under acidic and hypoxic conditions can be physiologically relevant. Nevertheless, it should be here noted that some authors failed to obtain similar compelling results and, instead, support the involvement of other proteins, such as the Mb and Hb [@bib4], [@bib39], [@bib94], [@bib95], [@bib96], [@bib198], [@bib199].

11. XOR and AO-catalyzed nitrite reduction: outline {#s0075}
===================================================

The participation of the molybdoenzymes XOR and AO in the mammalian nitrite-derived NO pathway is highly probable. The molybdenum centers are excellent \"oxygen atom exchangers\", a requirement to convert nitrite into NO, an oxygen atom abstraction reaction (Eq. [(1)](#eq0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}), making the nitrite reduction to NO by a molybdoenzyme a feasible reaction from the chemical perspective. Moreover, numerous *in vitro* studies support that the mammalian XOR and AO can contribute to the NO generation. However, the *in vivo* XOR and AO-dependent NO formation would be modulated by several factors. (i) Availability of reducing substrates - first, and obviously, because they provide the electrons needed to reduce nitrite, but also because they modulated the extension of dioxygen inhibition. Hence, the ischemia-induced reducing substrates accumulation is expected to \"fuel\" the enzymes with reducing equivalents and also to decrease the inhibition imposed by dioxygen on the NO formation by the low physiological nitrite concentrations. (ii) Dioxygen availability - with *K*~i~ values within the transition from normoxia to hypoxia, dioxygen would fine-tune the nitrite-dependent NO formation, being the probable key factor that regulates the NO formation by these enzymes. (iii) Presence of SOD - necessary to achieve a net NO production under non-anoxic conditions. (iv) NAD^+^ - NAD^+^ inhibition was not yet studied, but it probably has a marked impact on the XD-dependent NO formation. (v) Acidic conditions - since cellular pH values lower than 6.8 greatly amplifies the nitrite reduction. (vi) And, of course, the nitrite availability. In accordance, several *in situ* and *in vivo* studies support that XOR and AO-dependent NO formation can, in fact, occur *in vivo*, even though the NO fluxes through these enzymes are most certainly modulated by the dioxygen and nitrite availability (competition as oxidizing substrates for XOR and AO).

12. Wrapping up -- an outlook on the nitrite/no metabolism {#s0080}
==========================================================

Nitrite is well described as one of the players of the biogeochemical cycle of nitrogen, participating in key prokaryotic pathways crucial to the planetary \"recycling\" of nitrogen ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}) and, consequently, to life on Earth. More recently, nitrite was also recognized as a molecule relevant to cell signaling and survival, under challenging conditions, in virtually all forms of life, from bacteria to humans. In spite of those diverse biological functions, in different organism types, nitrite reduction to NO is remarkably similar in all cases: it involves the one-electron reduction of nitrite by a redox active metalloprotein, typically an iron or copper or molybdenum-containing protein, and requires just protons and an electron donor to reduce the metal.

To generate nitrite-dependent signaling NO, organisms seem to be able to use different metalloproteins, present in the cells to accomplish other functions, all apparently dependent on or linked with the cellular redox status and/or dioxygen availability (as is the case of XOR, AO, SO, mARC, Hb, Mb, Nb, Cb, Cc, CcO and many other proteins). In this way, variations on the cellular redox status and/or dioxygen availability can directly \"switch\" the activity of the metalloproteins, from the \"classic\" activity to a *new* nitrite reductase (\"non-dedicated nitrite reductase\") that produces NO. From a chemical point of view, the organisms are just using the redox chemistry of an available redox system (a heme protein or a molybdoenzyme, *e.g.*) and doing a \"substrate adaptation\" to generate NO -thus saving cellular resources, while eliciting a prompt response to the triggering event. From a biological point of view, the use of a single protein to accomplish more than one function (the \"classic\" one and the nitrite reduction) is no novelty introduced with the nitrite/NO metabolism. This is a well recognized phenomenon **-**moonlighting**-** with important implications for Systems Biology and, in particular, for human physiology and pathology (see, *e.g.*, [@bib200]). The existence of two functions within the same protein allows the cell to create regulatory/signaling points, from where the metabolism can be modulated/adapted to properly respond to the event that triggered the activity \"switch\". In this context, the nitrite reduction to NO can be thought as an universal, conserved mechanism, inherited from a distant pre-aerobic past, that \"translates\" the cellular redox status and/or dioxygen availability into a differentiated flux of NO; the differentiated flux of NO is, then, \"translated\" into a biological response to circumvent/overcome/correct the alterations imposed by the redox and/or dioxygen variations. *Noteworthy, a pathway inherited from the anaerobic world is a perfect solution for the human cells to cope with hypoxic/anoxic conditions!* This exciting hypothesis suggests that nitrite is not only a source of NO, but also a redox status and/or an oxygen sensing molecule. Furthermore, this hypothesis suggests that *each* individual \"non-dedicated nitrite reductase\" could be activated when the dioxygen concentration decreases below *its own* threshold of oxygen-dependent \"classic\" activity. So, different pathways would be triggered by different dioxygen concentrations/redox conditions. In this way, all \"non-dedicated nitrite reductases\" could act in a concerted and self-regulated manner, with each individual pathway being relevant under different conditions and in different tissues.

Overall, during the last two decades, it is becoming clear that mammals (and humans in particular) can use two distinct pathways, that operate under opposite conditions, to generate NO: (i) an oxidative pathway that is mediated by specific, tissue-dependent, heme NOS enzymes and depends on dioxygen, (ii) and a reductive pathway that is mediated by (apparently several) \"non-dedicated nitrite reductases\", depends on nitrite and is favored under low dioxygen concentrations conditions. With these two pathways, cells can maintain the NO formation under the entire dioxygen gradient, from normoxia to anoxia. In humans, these nitrite-dependent pathways are creating new therapeutic opportunities for the management of several pathological conditions, including ischemia, cardiovascular dysfunctions, myocardial infarction, stroke, pulmonary hypertension, infection and also in solid organ transplantation. This is particularly interesting given the known safety of nitrite: it is an anion naturally occurring in our diet and an already FDA-approved therapeutic (for cyanide poisoning). As such, the characterization of potential mammalian nitrite reductases is of most interest and the present review aimed to provide the current picture of our knowledge on the role of the molybdoenzymes XOR and AO on the NO metabolism.
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EC according to International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Enzyme Nomenclature Committee ([www.chem.qmul.ac.uk/iubmb](http://www.chem.qmul.ac.uk/iubmb){#ir0005}).

Mammalian XO and XD are two forms of the same protein (same gene product). Mammalian XOR enzymes are synthesized as a NAD+-dependent dehydrogenase form, the XD, and are believed to exist mostly as XD under normal physiological conditions \[97--102\]. However, the XD form can be readily converted into a \"strict\" oxidase form, the XO. This conversion can be either reversible, through oxidation of Cys535 and Cys992, or irreversible, by proteolysis after Lys551 or Lys569 (bovine XOR numbering) [@bib146], [@bib147], [@bib148], [@bib149], [@bib150], [@bib151]. The only \"functional\" distinction between XD and XO lies in the electron acceptor used by each form: while XD transfers the electrons preferentially to NAD+, XO fails to react with NAD+ and uses exclusively dioxygen. During the XD into XO conversion process, the protein conformation at the FAD center is modified and this conformational alteration is responsible for the differentiated oxidizing substrate specificity displayed by XO and XD \[146--153\] (note that both dioxygen and NAD+ react at the FAD center). On the other hand, the protein structure at the iron/sulfur and molybdenum centers is not changed during the conversion and, in accordance, the two enzyme forms are virtually identical in respect to the binding and catalysis of substrates at the molybdenum center, as is the case of oxidation of xanthine and other heterocyclic compounds and aldehydes \[97--102\]. For these reasons, XO and XD can be considered as one unique enzyme in what concerns the overall structural organization of the molybdenum domain and the molybdenum center reactivity.

AFR, activity-to-flavin ratio, is a measure of the number of XOR and AO molecules with an intact, active molybdenum center, per FAD center. Only XOR and AO molecules with an intact molybdenum center are able to catalyze hydroxylation reactions [@bib97], [@bib98], [@bib99], [@bib100], [@bib101], [@bib102]. Therefore, the hydroxylation activity assay constitutes a suitable way to measure the number of XOR and AO molecules with the molybdenum center intact. Enzyme preparations with a higher amount of damaged molybdenum centers display low hydroxylation activities, relatively to the FAD content, and, consequently, have lower AFR values. Hence, if the nitrite reduction also occurs in the molybdenum center, than the values of nitrite reductase activity would follow the same tendency as the AFR values -what was, in fact, demonstrated [@bib139].

Enzyme form whose FAD center was chemically removed. If the nitrite reduction occurred at the FAD center, than the DPI-inhibited enzymes, as well as, the deflavo-forms would not display nitrite reductase activity.

Enzyme form whose molybdenum sulfo group ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}(B)) was chemically removed.

This Mo^5+^-OH (-SH) complex would give rise to the rapid type EPR signal, with two interacting protons [@bib168].

The bacterial copper-containing nitrite reductase displays a similar pH dependence, with p*K*~a~ values of 5 and 7, and theoretical calculations have suggested that it is the proton transfer from a key neighboring aspartate residue that triggers the electron transfer from copper to nitrite (reviewed in [@bib8]). Moreover, also in CuNiR, the *previous* nitrite protonation results in the formation of a more stable metal complex, Cu-OH instead of Cu-O^-^, and the choice of the proton donor, one aspartate in CuNiR and a glutamate residue in XOR/AO, is also similar. In addition, both metal centers share the same square pyramidal geometry and have a redox active HOMO on the *xy* plane.
